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2007 MAV Annual Conference
6-7 December 2007
La Trobe University, Bundoora

Primary Big Day Out!
Monday 17 September, 2007
Presbyterian Ladies College,
Burwood

All the options are in and we are now in the
planning stages of the MAV conference. If
you have submitted an option online but
have not received a confirmation from the
website then let Julie know asap. For all
speakers - confirmation of your session
times will be sent out on the 16th July so
check your inbox for your option details. If
you need to make changes to these details
make them on the form and fax it back to
Julie. For those budgeting for the
conference, costs this year are as follows:

The Primary Big Day Out has been
designed by teachers for teachers. Come
and hear speakers such as Dianne Siemon
talk on Assessment, Doug Williams
showcase hands on activities and Jean
Carroll talk on Multiplicative Thinking. A
detailed program and registration form is
included with this issue of Common
Denominator. Spaces are limited so book
early! All enquiries should be directed to
Julie Allen – jallen@mav.vic.edu.au
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Publications Order Form
M.A.V. Publications
61 Blyth Street
Brunswick VIC 3056
ABN: 34 004 892 755
Telephone: 03-9380 2399
Facsimile: 03-9389 0399
Email: office@mav.vic.edu.au
Website: www.mav.vic.edu.au
Office hours: 8.30am – 5.00pm
Monday to Friday
President: Mr Ray Peck
Print Post Approved Publication
No.: PP32803/00103

For those interested in exhibiting at the
conference - the exhibitors manual will be
sent out in August. If you don't think you
are on the list to receive this information and
would like to be, then contact Kristen.
Contacts:
Julie Allen - 03 9389 0303 or
jallen@mav.vic.edu.au
Kristen Morton - 03 9389 0310 or
kmorton@mav.vic.edu.au
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CAS Workshops with the TI-89
Titanium
Monday 13 August – Sunshine
Friday 17 August – Ringwood
Monday 10 September - Preston
Would you like support in Getting to Know
your
TI-89
Titanium
better?
A series of CAS Workshops will be held in
Term 3 and have been specifically designed
for beginners and those that want to take
the next step in their knowledge of the TI-89
Titanium. There will be three sessions
conducted on each day:
1. TI-89 Titanium for Beginners
2. Beyond Beginners – The Next Step
on the TI-89 Titanium
3. How to teach Math Methods CAS in
the Curriculum
Spaces are strictly limited so be early to
secure your place at one of these sessions.
Information and a registration form are
included with this issue of Common
Denominator. For all enquiries contact Julie
Allen - jallen@mav.vic.edu.au.
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the President
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As we are made aware every day, there is a
Federal Election due in the not too far distant
future and education is on the agenda. There is
something to read, someone’s opinion in the news
every day. With the publication of a number of
reports on the ‘crisis’ in Mathematics and Science,
there has been much discussion on how to
address these problems, and in the Age today
(June 25) it is reported that the Labour Party
supports the publishing of school rankings, the
results of the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 AIM data.
With regard to the Mathematics and Science
graduate shortage, I have attended a number of
meetings in my role as President of MAV including
a round table conference convened by the
Governor, Prof David de Krestner, held at
Government House. The participants came from
the tertiary sector, from business, journalism, the
Education Department and a small number of
schools. The discussion was wide ranging and
finished with a number of resolutions which were
to be taken to the Premier. These included a
greater focus on the provision of relevant and
subsidised Professional Learning for current
teachers as well as the provision of scholarships
to attract new people to the profession of teaching.
What was strongly acknowledged by the
attendees, few of whom are in the teaching
profession, was the dedication and hard work of
current teachers. Another focus was on strategies
to encourage students to continue with
mathematics and science at school and then
pursue these studies at the tertiary level. Which
brings me to the use of the AIM data and the
League tables. We know that this data is just one
indicator of a student’s performance on one day
and serves as a small part of the assessment of
their learning. Of course schools, parents and
students need to read the data carefully and it
should help to inform whole school programs, year
and class level programs and individual programs.
But to put the school data out into the public arena
can be good for no one. As the article in the Age
states, the League tables have been tried in other
places and this artefact has had no positive effect
on the outcomes for students. All it does is pit
schools against each other in the race for
attracting more privileged and capable students.
I am off to spend five weeks in a school in
Calcutta so look forward to reporting on the state
of mathematics teaching there.
Keep calculating!

Vale Olive Moore - MAV Life Member
It is sad to report the loss of Olive Moore, another
of the MAV’s Life Members, who died on 9 May,
2007. Olive grew up in the 1920s on a soldier
settlement farm at Yatpool near Mildura. She
attended Mildura High School, followed by
Melbourne Teachers' Training College where she
completed her Trained Primary Teachers
Certificate (TPTC), and was then awarded an
Education Department Scholarship to complete a
degree at the University of Melbourne, graduating
Bachelor of Science in 1944 with majors in
Mathematics and Physics. Such scholarships
were few and were given only to prospective
secondary teachers of demonstrated potential.
After graduation, Olive taught mathematics and
physics at Mildura and Shepparton High Schools,
marrying in 1949. With her husband, Don, and
young family, Olive soon after moved to
Melbourne to raise three sons and provided
private coaching in mathematics. In 1965, she
resumed her teaching career at Camberwell High
School, and taught mathematics and science
there until 1971 when she was appointed Lecturer
in Mathematics Education at the Technical
Teachers’ Training College in Auburn Road
Hawthorn (which later became the Hawthorn
Institute of Education (HIE) and is today a campus
of The University of Melbourne).
Over a period of at least ten years, Olive
organised the MAV Annual Mathematics Week
Games Day tournament at HIE – an inter-school
event involving several hundred students mostly
from Year 10. Olive was a continuous and actively
contributing member of the Mathematical
Association of Victoria (MAV) throughout her
teaching and lecturing career. She was a
foundation member and initial treasurer of the
Eastern Branch of the MAV.
Following retirement from HIE in 1983 Olive
became a prolific genealogical researcher, writer
and organiser for the Australian Institute of
Genealogical Studies virtually until her death.
Olive was honoured with four life membership
awards including MAV Life Membership in 1985.
Her entry is included in Who's Who of Australian
Women 2007 as a mathematics teacher and
educator.
Max Stephens MAV Secretary
(with special thanks to Bob Hayes a colleague and
friend of the late Olive Moore)

Elizabeth Burns
President
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Mathematical Memories (and other) of
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the “Vivacious
Viv”

The University of Melbourne 2007
Faculty of Education Awards Evening

As mentioned in our last Common Denominator
please read on of a personal recollection by
Janeane Anderson of the late Vivienne Willis.
This week brought back many memories of my
time with the ever “Vivacious Viv” Willis. I was
sharing my story with a friend on our way to our
first practice at the Royal Melbourne Philharmonic
Choir.
It was just ten years ago that I returned from a
three year working experience in PNG and joined
the staff of the Mathematical Association of
Victoria. Viv Willis was the convenor of the
Student Activities Committee and on our first
meeting we discussed many things including our
common name (my maiden name was Willis) her
singing in the RMPC, and the love of the bush at
Mt Beauty apart from the fact we were passionate
about
engaging
students
in
interesting
mathematical learning!!
I had previously met Viv at the 1994 MAV
Conference when I had come down from PNG and
tried to work out if my students in Port Moresby
could enter the well established Mathematics
Talent Quest.
My journey with the “Vivacious Viv” meant many
long hours in cold school halls judging MTQ
entries, presentation ceremonies, organising and
supporting Maths Games Days (Viv Willis Cup at
the Year 10 MLC) and setting up for the Annual
MAV Conference and helping to run the Eastern
Region Branch of the MAV.
Viv always had a great sense of commitment and
humour and her ability to combine her MAV
commitments with writing Maths Books and her
social life and family left me in awe of her stamina.
I went to hear her sing and stayed in the Mt
Beauty lodge where she was a member due to her
great enthusiasm and exuberance of sharing her
loves in life!
Viv, and Don who wonderfully escorted her on
most occasions, were stalwarts of the MAV and
most gracious and supportive of staff and the
volunteers who worked on the Council and
Committees.
I was deeply saddened to hear of Viv’s passing
and the fact that recently I had not kept in touch. I
know there are many others who will feel the
same, touched by her wicked smile of “an idea”.
I feel honoured to have had the privilege of
working with such a great Mathematics Educator
as the “Vivacious Viv” and I know she has left a
great legacy in our hearts of what is possible if you
are passionate.

The photograph was taken at The University of
Melbourne 2007 Faculty of Education Awards
Evening held on Thursday, 3 May. Pictured (from
left to right) are Mr Christopher Macmeikan and Mr
David Treeby, Dr Max Stephens (representing the
MAV), Ms Cecilia Sinclair, Professor Kaye Stacey
(Science and Mathematics Education, The
University of Melbourne) and Ms Rebecca Collie.
Christopher and David received the MAV award to
graduating students in the secondary teaching
course who have achieved the highest aggregate
mark in mathematics education subjects.
Cecilia and Rebecca received the MAV award to
graduating students in the primary teaching
course who have achieved the highest aggregate
mark in mathematics education subjects.
All four awardees are now completing their firstyear of teaching in Victorian schools. Each
received a one-year membership of the MAV and
a certificate to purchase MAV resources to the
value of $120. Similar presentations were made to
graduating students at other Victorian universities.

Janeane Anderson
Former Professional Officer - MAV 1997-2001
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ESSENTIAL
MATHEMATICS
Be confident you will be fully supported
in 2008...

“Rosebud SC has been an
Essential user for over 10
years and each edition has
been an improvement on the
previous edition and we are
very happy with the series. It

The Essential Mathematics Teacher CD-Roms are available for every
year level from Year 7 to Year 12.
They contain a wealth of valuable resources to assist teachers in the
classroom, ranging from:
•

editable chapter tests and skillsheets

•

editable assignments

•

editable revision questions and semester summaries

•

interactives and work programs

•

VELS and Progression Points correlation grids

caters for all our courses
at VCE. “
Andy Wain
HOD Mathematics
Rosebud SC
“Essential Mathematics is

The Teacher CD-Roms for CAS are especially useful as you prepare
to implement CAS in Maths Methods over the coming years.
If you are considering your choice of maths text for 2008 and beyond
- for 7-10, VCE or CAS - and would like to see any of our Essential
Maths series, please contact Simone Foran, 03 8671 1475, to be put
in contact with the Education Resource Consultant in your area.

used for all our Year 7 to 12
Maths classes ... The whole
series shows a balanced and
well-planned sequence of
learning to cover the required
content at each level. We are
particularly impressed with the
CD-Rom support that is
available to teachers for
preparing student review
material and assessment
tasks. The VCE texts fully
prepare our students for the

Don't forget to view our FREE Teacher and Student websites
at:

www.essentialmaths.com.au

Contact your Educational Bookseller
or Cambridge University Press for more information
03 8671 1400
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03 9676 9966

expected assessment at
these levels...”
Rob Merrigan
Director of Mathematics
Westbourne Grammar School

ABN 28 508 204 178 ARBN 007 507 584

customerservice@cambridge.edu.au
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wide market for any text would ensure the creation
of materials of higher quality through natural
competition between suppliers, and would also
presumably reduce costs to customers.

A national mathematics curriculum:
Why
1 FULL PAGE ADVERT
BY not?
CASIO
Included in some compilations of world oddities is
the unlikely story that Australian states could not
agree on the gauges for our various rail systems,
thereby increasing both the complexity and cost of
rail transport, and inconveniencing passengers. As
a child, our family changed trains at Albury, and
my only memory is of the whole train complaining
about the stupidity of politicians. In the future no
doubt, educators will look on our various state
curriculums
with
similar
incredulity.
The
inefficiencies,
inconvenience,
and
wasted
productivity, are similarly evident.

Second, it would allow better development of high
quality teaching support resources. Currently
development energies are diffused. With a single
curriculum, resources would be available for all
states and territories and would be developed for
that purpose, even accommodating differences in
implementation. At the moment, for example,
there is much interest in teaching resources that
incorporate relevant and interesting uses of
mathematics within the scope of the content
learned at particular levels. But such resources
are notoriously difficulty to develop. A concerted
effort on a national level is needed to create
materials of the appropriate quality that can be
used widely. The current duplication of resources
developing the various curriculums could be
directed at the more important tasks of supporting
teaching and learning. State based research and
resource development could be focussed on
specific aspects of the curriculum with products
shared across the nation.

The inefficiencies apply to all areas of the
curriculum. To take the case of mathematics, in
different states and territories, there are many sets
of content specification developed. Where
differences exist, most of those differences are
minimal such as whether students should begin
learning to use percentages when they are 12 or
whether it is preferable that they wait until they are
13. While there are some substantial differences,
such as what type of probability should be taught
and when it should be taught in schools, there is
little purpose served by individual state variations.
Either students can and should learn probability or
they should not. In fact, such state differences are
more a reflection of the personal taste of influential
commentators, rather than efforts to find the best
curriculum for students.

Third, a national approach would allow better
development of large scale assessments.
Currently
large
scale
assessments
are
predominantly state based, and only barely satisfy
their accountability purpose. It would be preferable
to have a single national assessment process that
used light sampling to ensure accountability and
system monitoring. This light sampling would
reduce some negative aspects of the current
assessment regimes such as the narrowing of the
curriculum emphasis, and the delays in feeding
results back to schools.

It is important to note that having state based
curricula does not serve any regional purposes.
The diversity of schools and settings in NSW, for
example, more or less reflects the diversity of
schools throughout the country. We need to find
other mechanisms for ensuring that curriculums
can be adapted to suit particular contexts. Of
course, the documented curriculum is only part of
the story. Within a well constructed single
documented curriculum, there could be scope for
regional variations in implementation to suit the
needs and the aspirations of students, the
available resources, the nature of the available
teacher support, and even the supply of qualified
teachers.

Another negative aspect of the current system
wide assessments is that they hardly contribute to
diagnosing student difficulties and informing
teaching at all. It would be preferable to have
detailed well constructed assessment items for
diagnosis of individual, school, and system
strengths and weaknesses. If technology is used
effectively, the data from the light sampling could
also provide teachers with the sort of comparative
information that is currently available.

Consider some of the advantages of having a
single national mathematics curriculum.

There could also be well developed and resourced
national initiatives to support teacher learning to
enhance the use of data from well constructed
large scale assessments. Currently it seems that
many teachers do not use the information from
system wide assessments to inform their planning
and teaching.

First, it would make the commercial development
of resources to support teaching and learning
more effective and efficient. Having an Australia

Fourth, it would be possible to develop a range of
ancillary supports. Just to mention two examples,
currently in Australia there is a diversity of school

The argument for maintaining state based
variations of mathematics curriculum seems much
closer to the rail gauge analogy in that it is about
jurisdiction, not student learning.
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entry assessments, and a similar diversity of
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interventions
supportADVERT
the learning
students
experiencing difficulties. In both of these
examples, well developed tools and instruments,
with relevant teacher professional learning
support, would go some way to addressing the
important challenge of reducing the high drop out
rate among particular groups of students.
Fifth, a single national curriculum would allow
access to high quality research on particular
mathematics topics. Currently at least some
research efforts are diffused. A common
mathematics
curriculum
would
encourage
researchers to disseminate findings more broadly
and teachers to seek out the research on the
particular topic they are planning to address.
The real debate should not be on whether to
support a national curriculum, but on what would
be its characteristics. As a start, it should be a
short well written document with sufficient
flexibility to allow local implementation, supported
by well constructed national student assessments
with both accountability and diagnostic elements,
state of the art curriculum resources, and
appropriate teacher professional development
support, all of which should use technology to
enhance delivery.
Basically we need a single rail gauge to take us
wherever we want to go. With a focused approach
to the curriculum, the energy currently expended
on developing multiple curriculum could be
directed at high quality support for teachers,
where it is most needed.

National Science Week
It's Australia's 10th National Science Week. There
will be activities for everyone! National Science
Week 2007 is scheduled for August 18 to 26.
Make sure you write it down now.
For
more
information
please
visit
www.scienceweek.infor.au

MAV Yr 9/10 Mathematics Camp
October 1 – 5, 2007
Urban Camp, Royal Park, Melbourne
Please note: Sadly the Camp has been cancelled
due to low number of registrations.

Games Days
Games Day information and registration for 2007
will
be
found
on
our
web
site
www.mav.vic.edu.au/studact/games_days.htm

Year 5 Maths Games Day at St.
Catherine’s
nd

On Thursday March 22 , 216
Year 5 students from 29
schools in Victoria participated
in the St. Catherine’s /
Mathematical Association of
Victoria Year 5 Maths Games
Day in the Senior School Hall.

Peter Sullivan
The author acknowledges helpful criticisms and
comments from Gaye Williams and Jean Carroll

Important dates to remember
National Literacy & Numeracy Week 2007
Developing effective literacy and numeracy skills
makes a big difference to Australians of all ages.
In 2007 we recognise and celebrate those schools
and individuals making a difference in literacy and
numeracy education.
This year National Literacy and Numeracy Week
(NLNW) will be held from 3-9 September 2007.
Find out about the week by visiting
www.literacyandnumeracy.gov.au

The day began with a problem solving quiz; all
teams had to solve a booklet of 40 problems worth
five marks each. This session was won by PLC
nd
Team1; Camberwell Grammar Team 2 came 2
rd
and Solway Primary School Team 1 came 3 .
After recess there was a games session and the
students played Gobblet and Connect 4
Advanced; Caulfield Grammar Team 1 won
Gobblet and Solway Primary Team 1 were first for
Connect 4 Advanced. Students spent the
afternoon constructing 3 dimensional shapes
using Geo Shapes.
Karen McAsey
Head of Enrichment and Support
St. Catherine’s School
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MTQ REMINDER!!!

Talent Quest 2007
1 FULL PAGE ADVERTMaths
BY CASIO
The MTQ Coordinators are pleased to announce that for the first time
in the history of the Maths Talent Quest, registration is now available
online! This is a huge step in making the registration process a
smoother, more efficient experience for all involved.
We recommended that you download the MTQ Registration
Instructions before you register your school.

In order to take advantage of
the Earlybird rate, your entries
must be paid for no later than
Friday 27 July, 2007.

MTQ proudly
supported by:

Several resources are available for download on the MAV website.
Check out the new Frequently Asked Questions section and
Student Information Sheet. Remember, it is important that teachers
collect and read as much information as possible about the
processes and requirements of the MTQ to ensure projects are of an
acceptable standard.
Visit the MTQ website: http://www.mav.vic.edu.au/studact/mtq.htm

INSERT ½ PAGE AD FOR TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Grasp the Maths
The new TI-Nspire™ CAS learning technology builds on proven* graphing technology
and goes further to support research-based* instructional practices that include the
exploration of concepts across multiple representations of a problem.
Unique TI-Nspire™ CAS Features
ß See multiple representations of a problem, individually or at the same time,
on a single screen.
ß Link representations of a problem to see how changes to one affect others.
ß “Grab-and-move” graphed functions to observe relationships and patterns.
ß Save and review work – just like on a computer.
ß Use built-in interactive geometry capabilities.
ß Experience identical functionality between TI-Nspire™ CAS handhelds and
TI-Nspire™ CAS computer software.

Contact Texas Instruments
to register your interest
for an evaluation model –
teacher-support@list.ti.com

For details telephone Australia 1300 138 140, New Zealand 0800 770 111,
email teacher-support@list.ti.com or visit http://education.ti.com/asiapacific

TEX4560 Common Denom Ad.indd 1

Page 8
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Your Passion. Our Technology. Student Success.

GOTOWOTEX4560 06/07

* See TI-Nspire.com for more information.

18/6/07 4:04:44 PM
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New Publications
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Geoshapes For Hire

Active Learning 2: Number and Algebra
Active Learning 2: Space & Logic
Active Learning 2: Measurement, Chance & data

So many schools have bought and are using Ian
Lowe's three 'Active Learning' books that Ian has
put together three more to create a new series,
'Active Learning 2'. This time there is no software,
just the books – rich in activities for VELS 5 and 6.
Price: Members $45, Non-members $58 (GST
incl.) plus postage and handling.
Set of three books Members: $120 Nonmembers $150
Title:

Dice don't have Brains by Carolyne L.
Chandler

Reprinted from 1994, this set of 15 wonderful
primary activities in Chance with more than 60
pages is ideal for VELS 1 to 4. With titles like
Ladybird, Raffle, Clowns, Mr Up-and-Down and
Spin Out, Carolyne had a winner in the days of
Frameworks and also has a winner in the days of
VELS.
Price: Members $15, Non-members $20
(GST incl.) plus postage and handling.
WERMS (2006 edition)
Written Exam Revision Book for Further
Maths, Year 12 Students
Price: Members & Non-Members $29
(GST incl.) plus postage and handling.
WERMS (2007 edition)
Written Exam Revision Book for Specialist
Maths, Year 12 Students
Price: Members & Non-Members $29
(GST incl.) plus postage and handling.
A student exam revision book which uses past
MAV Trial Exam papers. It features multiple
choice questions, short answer questions and
application questions all grouped by topic.
Answers and worked solutions are also included.
WERMS (2007 edition)
Written Exam Revision Book for Maths
Methods, Year 12 Students
Maths Methods is currently being prepared and
the availability for purchase will be publicized on
our web site.
Price: Members & Non-Members $29
(GST incl.) plus postage and handling.

What is Geoshapes? Geoshapes is an exciting
geometric construction system for children to
explore and discover spatial relationships and
geometric shapes.
Great for mathematics, science, design or just
plain fun. Geoshapes can be used from the early
grades right through to high school.
The system consists of 15 different interlocking
geometric shapes, which simply snap together to
create an endless variety of 3D models. Triangle,
square and rectangular panels clip into like
shapes adding another feature to 3D models
created. All shapes are compatible with each other
and are made of tough, yet flexible, long-lasting
polycarbonate. The design of Geoshapes takes
full advantage of the properties of polycarbonate,
which ensures a secure engagement overcoming
the problem of springs breaking that occurs in
similar products made from ABS or other lowerquality polymers.
To hire Geoshapes please contact the MAV Office
on 9380 2399 or email office@mav.vic.edu.au
The cost is $10 per box (GST incl.) plus courier
delivery cost.
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EXAMBUSTERS
Does your current
study guide have
all these essential
features?

New

ExamBusters:
Mathematical Methods VCE 3&4
Specialist Mathematics VCE 3&4
Further Mathematics VCE 3&4

ExamBusters Checkpoints
VCAA past exam questions by topic
Fully worked solutions
Question specific ‘Teacher Tips’

5

Question specific ‘Examiner Comments’

5

Common student errors explained

5

Suggested marking schemes

5

Multiple choice ‘Distractor Analysis’

5

Designed as the ‘Bound Book’

5

Extensive technology tips and screens

5

‘My Notes’ pages for students

5

Additional ‘Try This’ exam questions

5

1300 135 113

Page 2 Page 10

www.exambusters.com.au
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be involved in in-school professional
learning of mathematical content and how to
teach it well led by co-ordinators and others
with the active support of their local PLAT
members.

SiMMER and PLAT Project
1 FULL PAGE ADVERT BY CASIO

This will be the last in a three-stage process,
all part of an enhanced ‘train-the-trainer’
model, in which coaching and support is
given in the implementation of the following
stages.
It is planned that PLAT will operate in three
stages, separately funded.
1. MAV staff and other assistants will
prepare PLAT members recruited
from each network. One region has
already started work on this.
2. PLAT members (primary and
secondary) recruited from each
network will deliver the prepared
program to coordinators. PLAT
members will be supported by the
MAV and others.
3. Some of the sessions will be
delivered to teachers by the
numeracy
or
mathematics
coordinators. Coordinators will be
supported by PLAT members.

The picture shows one of your Professional
Officers, Ian Lowe, at a meeting in
Shepparton on May 10 this year. The picture
was taken by Simon Pryor, your Executive
Officer. This meeting officially ended the
project known as SiMERR, in which the
MAV has been actively supporting
leadership in maths education in country
regions. The areas supported were
specifically Hamilton-Warrnambool, Swan
Hill, Bendigo, and central Gippsland.
SiMERR was Federal government funding
directed to the MAV through the Australian
Association of Mathematics Teachers
(AAMT).
It was great timing for the MAV, as we are
working towards a state-wide model for
professional learning managed by support
networks called PLATs (Professional
Learning
Assistance
Teams).
The
development of the PLAT project was
greatly facilitated by allowing the MAV to
develop an approach to PLAT that will work
well in country regions first, and then make it
work in the metropolitan area later.
The model that has evolved has two major
goals.
The first is the creation of teams of teachers
in each geographic region who will take
responsibility for the professional learning of
teachers in their region. This will be
facilitated by their extensive involvement in a
training program actively supported by the
MAV.
The second goal is that most teachers
(primary and secondary mathematics) will

Page 12
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Enquiries about PLAT and your possible
involvement should be directed by email to
Ian Lowe, ilowe@mav.vic.edu.au

Advertising Disclaimer
Common
Denominator
may
contain
paid
advertisements for third party products and services.
Third party advertisements are not endorsements or
recommendations by the Mathematical Association of
Victoria of the products or services offered. The MAV
does not make any representation as to the accuracy or
suitability of any of the information contained in those
advertisements. The MAV takes no responsibility for
the content of the ads, promises made, or the
quality/reliability of the products or services offered in
all advertisements.
For more information about advertising with the
Mathematical Association of Victoria, please contact the
office on 9380 2399.
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The MAV has always been
keen to support original
research and thinking into
mathematics education. But a
tight budget with many calls
upon it can limit the support
offered. So the MAV Council
was delighted with the news that Dr Gaye
Williams, recipient of a modest MAV PhD
research scholarship in 2002, had not only
successfully completed her PhD, but that
she had won the prestigious 2006 Australian
Association for Research in Education
[AARE] Doctoral Thesis Award! This was for
her PhD research on student creative
thinking in the mathematics classroom.
First made in 1989, the award is intended as
a recognition of excellence in educational
research by doctoral students. It is seen by
the Association as a way of recognising the
high quality contribution made to educational
knowledge by graduate students, and at the
same time promoting dissemination and
furthering of research. The main criterion for
assessment of excellence in doctoral

research will be the contribution made to
theoretical, empirical, and/or methodological
knowledge in education. In particular,
preference is given to studies which make a
conceptual advance in educational theory,
policy and practice, which point to the
methods of improving educational practice
or pioneer innovation, which contribute
through disciplined research to knowledge
on which new educational practices may be
based, or which contribute to advances in
methodology of educational research,
evaluation and dissemination. Other criteria
include originality and thoroughness in
carrying through the research and the
quality of presentation of the work.
A copy of Dr Gaye William’s thesis has been
donated to the MAV library. You can also
find
it
online
at
http://eprints.infodiv.unimelb.edu.au/archive/
00002533/.
So,
well
deserved
congratulations are offered to Dr Williams,
who is generously sharing her mathematics
education expertise with the professions,
both in her role as a lecturer at Deakin
University and as a volunteer MAV
Councillor.
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The Mathematical Association of Victoria

Prepare effectively for the VCE Mathematics Examinations by
ordering your copy of the MAV Trial Examinations now!
The MAV has commissioned an experienced author team to
prepare the papers and has instituted a three-stage review
process to ensure that each paper covers the course
appropriately and is free of errors.
Each Trial Paper features:
• Original questions, highly relevant to the current course
• Fully worked solutions for all sections
and clear marking schemes
• Appropriate formulae sheets
• Formats similar to those used by
the VCAA
• Permission for the purchasing
institution to reproduce papers
copyright free for its students

All four studies - Mathematical Methods, Mathematical
Methods (CAS), Further Mathematics and Specialist
Mathematics - catered for

$120 per exam - electronic copy
$140 per exam - paper copy
or
$300 for the complete set - electronic copy
$360 for the complete set - paper copy
Plus postage and handling $8 per order

To order, simply complete the Order Form over the page
Or visit the MAV online shop www.mav.vic.edu.au/shop
Page 2 Page 14
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The Mathematical Association of Victoria
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To order, fill out the details below and return this form to the MAV at 61 Blyth Street, Brunswick, Vic, 3056 or
by fax on (03) 9389 0399. Enquiries can be directed to the MAV on (03) 9380 2399. International: Replace
(03) with (613). E-mail enquiries: office@mav.vic.edu.au

This form will become a Tax Invoice/Receipt when payment is received
ABN: 34 004 892 755
Contact Name:
School:
Address:

Suburb:

Post Code:

(

Phone Number:

)

Fax Number: (

)

E-mail Address:

Electronic copy of Complete Set (6 Papers)

$300

$

Electronic copy of Maths Methods ANDMM CAS Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$120

$

Electronic copy of Further Maths Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$120

$

Electronic copy of Specialist Maths Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$120

$

Hard copy of Complete Set (6 Papers)

$360

$

Hard copy of Maths Methods AND MM CAS Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$140

$

Hard copy of Further Maths Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$140

$

Hard copy of Specialist Maths Trial Examinations 1 & 2

$140

$

Postage and handling $8.00
TOTAL (includes GST) $
Method of Payment
Please note: orders will not be processed until we have received full payment or you have quoted your
school's purchase order number below.

1. Cheque: I enclose my cheque/money order for $
2. Credit: MasterCard

(made payable to the MAV)

VISA

Card Number:
Expiry date:
Signature:

/

(MM/YY) Cardholder’s name:

___________________________________ .

_____________________________________________________________________________

3. Purchase Order Number: ____________________________________________________________
CREDITS/RETURNS POLICY: All books and materials are supplied on a firm sale basis only. Returns are only acceptable in
cases of incorrect deliveries, goods damaged in transit or faulty print and bind. Notification of incorrect supply, incorrect
invoices or damaged goods must be made within 30 days of invoice date. Damaged and unacceptable goods will be
replaced at the expense of The Mathematical Association of Victoria. Authority to return books must be obtained from The
Mathematical Association of Victoria before books are returned. Credits will only be issued when necessary for agreed
incorrect deliveries, damaged goods or incorrect invoices.
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The Mathematical Association of Victoria

Publications Order Form

1 FULL PAGE ADVERT BY CASIO

To order visit the MAV online shop

www.mav.vic.edu.au/shop
or fill out the details below and return this form to the MAV at 61 Blyth Street, Brunswick, Vic, 3056 or by fax
on (03) 9389 0399. Enquiries can be directed to the MAV on (03) 9380 2399. International: Replace (03)
with (613). E-mail enquiries: office@mav.vic.edu.au

This form will become a Tax Invoice/Receipt when payment is received
ABN: 34 004 892 755
Contact Name:
School:
Address:

Suburb:
Phone
Number:

Post Code:

(

Fax Number: (

)

Please supply:
Item No
Quantity

Title

)
Total

Postage & Handling (inc GST)
For overseas orders please contact the MAV office for postage rates

$8.00

TOTAL PAYABLE INC. GST
Method of Payment: Please note: orders will not be processed, nor tax invoices issued, until we have received
full payment or you have quoted your school's purchase order number below.

1.
2.

Cheque: I enclose my cheque/money order for $______(made payable to the MAV)
Credit:
Mastercard
VISA
Card Number:
Signature: ____________________________

Expiry date: _____________

Cardholder's name: _____________________________
3.

Purchase Order Number:__________________________

CREDITS/RETURNS POLICY
All books and materials are supplied on a firm sale basis only. Returns are only acceptable in cases of incorrect deliveries, goods
damaged in transit or faulty print and bind. Notification of incorrect supply, incorrect invoices or damaged goods must be made within
30 days of invoice date. Damaged and unacceptable goods will be replaced at the expense of The Mathematical Association of
Victoria. Authority to return books must be obtained from The Mathematical Association of Victoria before books are returned. Credits
will only be issued when necessary for agreed incorrect deliveries, damaged goods or incorrect invoices.
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